Lepidoptera pattern by Elizabeth Hartman

The following corrections are to the first printing of the pattern. These corrections have been made to all subsequent versions of the pattern and we apologize for the confusion!

On Page 7 (Alice/Block A) Step 4 refers to the finished Upper Wing Unit as measuring 15-1/2" wide x 7-1/2" tall. This is the size of the KBHDIILA unit but, once piece NN is added, the finished Upper Wing Unit will measure 18-1/2" wide x 7-1/2" tall.

On Page 9 (Alice/Block A) Step 21 refers to the pieced unit as being 7-1/2" wide x 12-1/2" tall. This should be 12-1/2" tall x 7-1/2" wide. (The listed dimensions are correct, but tall and wide are backward.)

On Page 10 (Alice/Block A) Step 24 and the accompanying Fig. 23 incorrectly reference sewing pieces GG to the pieced units. This should be pieces II. All pieces are correctly-referenced in the initial diagram and cutting directions on Pages 5 and 6 so, if you have been following along with the directions, at Step 24, you will have two remaining pieces II to use instead of the incorrectly-referenced pieces GG. (At this stage, all pieces GG will have already been used.)

On Page 20 (Della/Block D) the diagram for cutting Fabric 6 is mislabeled. The labels for pieces R and T should be reversed, as shown in the diagram below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On Page 18, Fig. 14 - Fig. 18 depict the piecing differently than the diagram on Page 15. Following the directions as written will work just fine. However, the piecing will look slightly different than my blocks. To duplicate my piecing, please refer to the revised Fig. 14 - 18 below.
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